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ABSTRACT
In order to better predict those areas whicd' have the po­
tential to be developed more rapidly than others, research 
concerning physical land use character isti ;s which determine 
current lakeshore patterns needs to be implemented. This 
study is designed to assess which physics . land use/cover 
characteristics have affected lake home development at Peli­
can Lake in north central Minnesota.
Analysis involves the interpretation of aerial photo­
graphs from the years 1939, I960, 1969, and 1978 which were 
used to map location and extent of land use/cover change in 
the Pelican Lake area. Archival data is utilized in order 
to determine number and location of recreational homes ex­
isting on the shoreline of Pelican Lake. Finally, correla­
tion and regression techniques are used in order to ascer­
tain relationships between the physical parameters of the 
watershed and location of lakeshore homes.
Length of shoreline is found to be the leading indicator 
in number of homes in each section bordering Pelican Lake. 
Distance to nearest improved road also proves to be a sig­
nificant factor. Of the land use/cover data obtained from 
aerial photographs, only acres of that land covered by water 
and.acres in Pelican. Lake are determined to be of signifi­
cance in location of lakeshore homes.
INTRODUCTION
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Lakeshore de v e 1 op me n. t for recrea t iona l use in northern
M i n n e s o t a h a s been rapidly inareasi ng over the past f i ft y
years. One of the areas most a f £ e. oted by tn i s increase in
deve1opment i s Crow Wi ng Coun ty and , i n pa r t i cular, Pelican
Lake, which ranks among the ten most developed lakes in the 
state (Borchert, 1070). Because of potential environmental 
and economic impacts caused toy development at Pelican I.ake 
and elsewhere in Minnesota, there is a need for accurate 
baseline data and an understanding of what environmental at­
tributes attract development. Many problems may arise be­
cause of insufficient planning in the development of certain 
fragile areas which, may result i .1 environmental degradation. 
Responsible and problem-negating planning for recreational 
development can be made only when there is an increased un­
derstanding and basic awareness of what physical land use 
characteristics determine current lakeshore development pat­
terns .
' Most assessment techniques currently in use are concerned 
with three facets of development suitability: physical 
suitability, climatic suitability, and visual suitability. 
Physical development suitability is a function of several.
1
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landscape variables, such as slope and depth to water table.. 
These characteristics may affect the cost of a given devel­
opment as well as the impact of that development on sur­
rounding developments. Climatic development suitability is 
a function of local landscape characteristics that affect 
the microclimate of a given area. forest vegetation, for 
example, can provide shelter from cold winds during the win­
ter season, and south-facing slopes usually receive much 
more sun in the winter than northern slopes. Visual devel­
opment suitability, finally, is a measure of the Level of 
general amenity on any given piece of land. Although the 
presence of very high quality virual-values in an area may 
suggest that it be protected or preserved from development, 
a view of moderately high quality will nearly always enhance 
the development suitability of an area.
While these assessment techniques are useful in determin­
ing suitability limitations for development of particular 
parcels of land, little has been done to assess past devel­
opment patterns as an indication of probable future develop­
ment pressure and environmental degradation. Therefore, 
there is a,distinct need for such an assessment to determine 
if recreational developments were, and are, haphazard or if 
there are traditionally perceived environmental variables 
which tend to determine location of such developments.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
It is the intent of this study to examine patterns of 
recreational development and land use/cover within the Peli­
can Lake watershed and to determine which characteristics of 
the environment play a major role in determining the loca­
tions of iakeshore homes. These analyses will involve the 
interpretation of aerial photographs from the years 1039,
19(30, 1969, an 1 1978 which will he used to map location and
extent of land us j/'-over changes in the Pelican Lake area. 
Maps constructed from these photos will be used for measure­
ment of each appropriate land cover class. Archival data 
will be used to determine the number of recreational dwell­
ings constructed and their location in the Pelican Lake 
area. Data on physical and cultural variables will be ana­
lyzed by correlation and regression techniques In order to 
ascertain their relationship with location of Iakeshore
homes ,
RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
It is hypothesized that specific land use and distinctive 
physical characteristics of tha watershed and lake will cor­
relate significantly with recreational development patterns 
at Pelican Lake.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION
Pelican Lake la in Crow Wing County of north, central Min­
nesota and, with an area of 3,253 acres, a maximum depth of 
104 feet, and a. mean, depth of 22 feet, is the largest of the 
county’s U I  Lakes, Shoal areas are abundant, with a litto­
ral area of 3,91.0 acres. The basin is roughly oval in out­
line and includes 25.4 miles of shoreline. Greatest length 
is that from north to south, which is approximately 5.9 
miles (Minnesota DNR, 1983).
Continental glaciation is responsible for the formation 
of Pelican Lake, which occurs in a pitted outwash plain, an 
area of extensive outwash characterized by many ice-block 
pits. Radiocarbon dating indicates the origin of the lake 
to ho approximately 14,000 to 12,300 years 3?, during the 
late Wisconsinan stage of the Pleistocene epoch (Clayton and 
Moran, 1932). Pelican Lake formed when an ice block was 
seperated from the main mass of e retreating glacier and was 
partially buried by outwash, sorted and stratified material 
{commonly composed of sand and gravel) laid down by glacial 
meltwater streams. Ice-block pits are commonly circular or 
elliptical in outline, whose shape Is the result of shore
the resultmodification rather than. of the original shape of
5
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2 > Pathvtnetruc Map of Poll‘..an Lake (Nelson, 1982, 4 iP
the ice block. A. very common term used ''•'or such a lake is 
kettle or kettle hole (Cole, 1975).
The Crow Wing outwash plain, in which most of the study 
area lies, formed as the last glacier retreated westward 
from the Brainerd area and is one of the best-known examples 
of a pitted outwash plain in Minnesota (Zumberge, 1952). 
Topography is gently rolling to nearly le,rel and is charac­
terised by numerous lakes, ponds, and swamps. Soils are 
light-colored and the area is well- to excessively-drained 
(University of Minnesota, 1969). The region borderina Peli­
can Lake on the west is part of the St. Croix Moraine Com­
plex, in which topography is very irregular ind numerous, 
small, poorly drained areas exist (Figure 3). This moraine 
was formed primarily by ice advancing from the east-north­
east (the Patrician Ice Sheet), and contains a mixture of 
sand, gravel, and till of sandy loam texture. Hills here 
rise from 100 to 135 feet above the elevation of Pelican 
Lake, which lies at 1,206 feet above sea level. Soils are 
light-colored and the area is well- to excessively-drained 
(University of Minnesota, 1969), While parts of Minnesota 
include numerous rock outcrops, few if any exist within the
study area. The same glaciers that helped to form such out­
crops in other areas generally covered them here with gla­
cial sediment. Thickness of glacial drift in Crow Wing 
County measures about 195 feet (Ojakangas and Matsch, 1982).
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Until construction of a diversion ditch on the north 
shore leading to Ossawinnamakee Lake in 1939, Pelican Lake 
was \ closed basin. With the addition of the diversion 
ditch, water from Pelican Lake now travels to the Mississip­
pi River by way of Ossawinnamakee Lake, Pelican Brook, and 
Pine River. The diversion ditch also served to raise the 
falling levels of Pelican Lake, which had an estimated de­
cline of twelve feet in the 50-100 years prior to 1938 (Min­
nesota DNR, 1977). Flow is controlled by a six-bay dam and 
is maintained primarily by the state of Minnesota. Aside 
from the diversion ditch, Pelican Lake, which lies within 
the Mississippi Headwaters Watershed, is fed by surface ru­
noff and groundwater seepage.
The climate of the area, which is characterized by large 
annual and diurnal temperature ranges, is classified as hu­
mid continental (Dfb) in the Koppen Climate Classification 
(Koppen and Geiger, 1954). Summers are warm and relatively 
short, and winters are cold and long. Mean July temperature 
is 69 F and the mean temperature of January is 6 F; the av­
erage annual temperature is 39 F (MOAA, 1974). Annual rain­
fall averages approximately 26 inches, eighty-percent of 
which falls during the frost-free period of May through Au­
gust (JOAA, 1974).
Large stands of jack pine, aspen, birch, and red oak are 
characteristic of the study area. Approximately seventy-
five percent of the study area surrounding Pelican Lake is
covered by forest. Another seventeen percent is comprised 
of water or wetlands. Little farming is practiced due to 
extensive lakes and wetlands along with the sandy nature of 
the soil. Because of the vast number of lakes and associat­
ed recreational opportunities, one of the principal sources 
of income for county residents continues to be tourism and 
related activities. One square-mile section of Pelican 
Township on the southeast side of Pelican Lake is within 
Crow Wing State Forest which, for the most part, lies ap­
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Recreation
RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
reasons for increased travel, leisure time, and 
in America are many and extensive efforts will 
to describe them here. The Bureau of Outdoor 
(1973) estimated that in 1960, Americans engaged
in major forms of summertime outdoor recreational activities 
on 4.28 billion occasions. By 1970 the number had increased 
to 7.42 billion, and in 1975 it was 8.33 billion. These
trends indicate that outdoor recreation is increasing faster 
than population (Jensen, 1977).
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PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE RECREATION
Large sums of both public and private investment go into 
recreational resources and programs, and tens of billions of 
personal consumption dollars are spent on leisure-time pur­
suits (Knudson, 1980). Though public lands serve as the ma­
jor base for outdoor recreation, they cannot accomodate all 
the diverse and rapidly growing recreational demands. 
Therefore, private lands will play an increasingly vital 
role in outdoor recreation (Brockman and Merriam, 1979).
Approximately seventy percent of our land is privately 
owned (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1983). Large portions of pri­
vate land are more readily accessible to population centers 
than much of our public land and, thus, are available to 
grea er numbers of people. Estimates indicate that at least 
fifty percent of recreational opportunity is directly at­
tributable to the private sector (Bureau of Outdoor Recrea­
tion, 1973).
Recreational use of private land is highly diversified 
and encompasses a wide variety of activities, facilities, 
and types of land. These include areas important for hunt­
ing and fishing, privately operated campgrounds and trailer 
parks, organisation camps, privately owned summer or winter 
homes, and highly developed commercial resorts (Jensen,
1977). In many cases recreational use of private lands of* 
fers opporfcan i ty for profit, as we 11 as other bene f i s t o  
landowners (Hodges, 1977). Many privately owned recreation­
al enterprises are full-time undertakings, while others op­
erate part-time or seasonally. Some exist entirely on. pri­
vate land; others depend largely upon interests in nearby 
recreation areas on public lands, or are developed on public 
land by agreement with public land management agencies 
(Wheeler, 1977'). A number of government agencies and vari­
ous- private organizations provide assistance in developing 
the recreational potential of private land and in the solu­
tion of many problems related to such developments (Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation, 1973).
Public and private recreation services were an.outgrowth 
of increased recreational demand, but had their beginnings 
independently. Private recreational opportunities preceded 
public-supported recreational services by many years and 
were conceived as a result of one or more of the following 
reasons: l) individuals with higher incomes could afford to
pay for the kinds of recreational experiences they desired 
rather than be associated with those of low income and the 
crowded recreational facilities of the inner city, and; 7) 
the desire for travel and a combination of lodging, meals, 
and recreation services that could be provided by recreation 
complexes that a public agency could never develop finan­
cially (Gunn, 1979). A wide variety of outdoor recreational 
needs can be satisfied on private lands, some of which are 
better adapted to certain outdoor recreational uses than 
public lands. In particular, they are often the most logic­
3.3
al sites fror the more elaborate facilities and services de­
sired by many people. In this way,- disturbance of high- 
quality recreational values perceived on nearby public lands 
may be minimized (Epperson, 1917).
Important factors which infuence use of private lands for 
outdoor recreation include: 1) the desire of landowners to 
earn a profit? 2) provision of facilities, services, and 
recreational opportunities adapted to needs; of special 
groups; 3} philanthropic programs of protection, management, 
and use which, although in the public interest, typify vari­
ous types of .land not administered by public agencies, and? 
4) provision of public recreational facilities and services 
for public relations purposes, or the improvement of the 
“image" of an industry (Brockman and Merriam, 1979).
Commercial resorts on private lands are the oldest and 
most -familiar type of outdoor recreational operations 
(Brockman and Merriam, 1979). They range from simple devel­
opments to elaborate, extensive areas with a wide variety of 
overnight accomodations, food services, entertainment, and 
recreational facilities. While most commercial operations 
are owned and operated by individuals or families, many of 
the more extensive operations are controlled by companies or 
corporations (Jensen, 1977). They exist in all parts of tloe 
country, but are most common in regions which offer a vari­
ety of scenic or related, interests (mountains, ocean or lake 
shore, areas' of prime hunting or fishing, water-related ac~
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tivities, or winter sports) and have a favorable climate 
(Epperson, 1977). Accc rding to the Bureau of Outdoor Recre­
ation, about three-fourths of the land included in resorts 
is managed especially for recreational purposes (Jensen, 
1977). Water sports are by far the most popular activities 
at resorts, with swimming being the most popular single ac­
tivity. Fishing, boating, golf, and water skiing follow in 
that order (Epperson, 1977).
SUBDIVISIONS AND RECREATIONAL LOTS
Prior to the 1960s, most recreational property occurred 
as individually scattered lots and second homes, bet to­
day's recreational land development is almost synonymous 
with large-scale subdivisions similar in design to most con­
ventional suburban subdivisions, although typically with 
fewer improvements and facilities (Urban Land Institute, 
1978). In spite of its "recreational" label, much of this 
property has been marketed to consumers interested in specu­
lative investments rather than vacation or permanent homes-
ites (rdarfcin, 1971).
The best available data indicated that there were at 
least 10 million subdivided recreational lots in the United 
State in the late 1970s, and possibly many more (American 
Society of Planning Officials, 1976), Extent of recreation­
al land development becomes much greater when viewed from n 
local rather than a national perspective. One large deve.i-
opment in a few years could produce more growth than has oc­
curred in -he entire history of a rural county (Stroud, 
1983). in many counties and even some states, there have 
already been enough recreational lots subdivided to accomo­
date more than double the existing population. For example, 
in 1971, Nevada County of California had enough recreational 
lots to house three times its existing population (Harrell, 
1971).
Possession of a parcel of property, however small, in a 
pleasant and somewhat remote area has become a widely held 
middle class ambition. "It has become encouraged by an in­
tensive and continuing advertising campaign by real estate 
promoters and speculators proclaiming the 'investment' po­
tential of such remote land" (Parsons 1972, p. 1). However, 
though developers often stress the importance of a remote or 
rural setting in their promotional Literature, Stroud (1983) 
found major concentrations of large subdivisions (1,000 
acres or more) near or within Standard Metropolitan Statis­
tical Areas (SMSAs). Fifty-six percent of large subdivi­
sions were found to be less than fifty miles from a SMSA, 
v;ith an additional thirty percent between 50 and 100 miles.
Recreational land development expanded steadily during 
the late 1960s and early 1970s. Speculation was also heavi­
est during this period until the economic recession in 1973, 
when much of the recreational development activity declined 
sharply. Land markets recovered somewhat in 1978 and 1.979,
but remain depressed because of the economic recession and 
high energy costs (Stroud, 1983). In 1971, the year which 
some observers consider to be near the peak of the recrea­
tional Land boom, the American Land Development Association. 
(ALDA) estimated that some 650,000 recreational lots were 
sold ("Leisure Boom..." April 17, 1972).
Today's recreational lots range in size from lass than 
one-fourth acre to five acres or more. Typical lot sizes, 
such as those in Minnesota, are one acre or less (American 
Society of Planning Officials, 1976). Recreational subdivi­
sions vary widely in total size from as few as twenty acres 
to more than 10,000 acres. Two-thirds of the projects re­
ported in the ALDA survey were less than 1,000 acres in 
size, while twenty-seven percent were between 1,000 and 
5,000 acres. One-fourth of the projects were .less than 100 
acres (American Land Development Association, 1973).
Recreational lot prices vary deoending on their location, 
the level' of physical improvements in the project, and the 
quality and type of recreational amenities available. Lake 
and seaside lots are in the greatest demand and command some 
of the highest prices. Lots with, scenic views and those in 
highly developed resort communities also sell for a premium. 
The ALDA survey reported average selling prices for recrea­
tional lots in 197.2 at $6,548, ranging from a low of $300 to 
a high of $.125,000 (American Land Development Association,
1973) Shoreline property on ?e 1.1 can Lake i.n Minnesota can
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sell for as much as $650 per square foot of lake front (Luek- 
enon, 1984).
Site improvements such as water and sewer systems, and 
roads, vary from project to project depending on local land 
use regulations and the developer's own marketing objec­
tives. While most recreational subdivisions are designed at 
typical suburban densities, the majority do not have subur­
ban levels of imrovements (Urban Land Institute, 1978). in­
dividual septic tanks are the predominant means of sewage 
disposal in recreational subdivisions. In a survey conduct­
ed in 1973 by the Office of Interstate Land Sales Registra­
tion (OILSR), over two-thirds of the subdivisions used sep­
tic tanks as the only means of sewage disposal, while less 
than ten percent had sewer systems. Another 3.5 percent re­
ported plans to install sewer systems in the future. Cen­
tral water systems were more common than st-wer systems, yet 
private wells were the only source of water for recreational 
lots in almost one-third of the projects. In only one-third 
of the projects had a health authority issued a report on 
water quality from private wells at the time the project was 
filed with OILSR, No arrangements were made for solid waste 
collection in 37.3 percent of the projects filed with OILSR. 
In another one-third of the projects garbage collection was 
available through private companies. Municipalities or pub­
lic authorities were designated as responsible for garbage 
collection in only 6.7 percent of the projects.
Most recreational lots are bought for use as a second or 
permanent homesite or Cor investment- Only a small percent­
age of recreational lots have been developed as homes!fes to 
date. In general, the build-out rate, the ratio of lots 
with homes on them to the total number of subdivided lots In 
a project, is very low. This low build-out rate provides 
some indication of the high degree of speculation in the 
recreational lot market (Platt, 1973,* Parsons, 1972).
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SECOND HOMES
Dwelling units used as second homes are much less plenti­
ful- than recreational lots. Approximately 3.9 million 
households owned second homes in 1973, or 3.1 percent of all 
households (American Society of Planning Officials, 1976). 
Second homes are more evenly distributed around the country 
than recreational Lots, but many are still concentrated in a 
few subregions. There are approximately 1.55 million second 
homes in the United States, with thirty-eight percent locat­
ed in the northeast, thirty percent in the northeentral, 
seventeen percent in the south, and fifteen percent in the 
west (Epperson, 1977). Ten states account for half of the 
second homes in the country.
Accessibility from, the owner's primary residence and the 
natural amenities at second home sites are two major factors 
influencing second home Locations. Second home owners in a
1970 Minnesota survey ranked accessibility as the most im-
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porfcant factor in choosing their home locations, just ahead 
of natural site amenities (Borchert, 1970). The majority of 
second homes are located within one hundred miles of their
owners' primary homes and the number decreases sharply at 
commuting distances above two hundred miles (American Socie­
ty of Planning Officials., 1976). In terms of amenities, wa­
ter appears to be the biggest natural attraction to second 
home owners (Tombaugh, 1970). Snyder and Adams (1967) note 
that in a Minnesota study, ninety-five percent of the owners
had water frontage, while the . rest had access to water by 
other means. Hart (1984, p. 241) found that approximately 
one-fourth of the population increase of townships in Minne­
sota, Wisconsin, and Michigan between 1970 and 1980 was con­
centrated in the north, "where water-oriented resort areas 
have been growing since well before World War IT." The 
growth of lake developments in. Missouri has forced the state 
to develop special publications on "guides to home-buying" 
near lakeshore developments (Johannsen and Barney, 1976).
The typical second home is used two or three months a 
year. Occupancy rates for second homes (the number of days 
they are occupied per year) vary according to season, de­
pending on such factors as the distance between the owner * s
second and primary home, vacation and employment cycles, and 
seasonal recreational activities available at the second
home site. Nfa t i o n a 11 y, the median duration of occupancy in
1966 wa s f x f t y- th r ee d ays, whi1e 1rx Minnesota the number was
bureau of the Cen-approximately fifty days per year (U.S. 
sus, 1970: Borchert, 1970). Seasonal occupancy rates vary
according to such factors as recreational opportunities 
available at different times of the year, the times v/hen 
families traditionally take their vacations, and the cli­
mate. Most second homes are used, intensively during one
particular season and remain vacant during the rest of the 
year. In the midwest, peak periods are reached in July and 
August, while the lowest use occurs in December and March 
(Thorsen et al., 1973).
Over time, some second homes are converted into permanent 
residences. Retirees moving into their, second homes on a 
year-round basis account for many such conversions (Hart, 
1975' . In ais study of changes in rural population, Zelin­
sky (1962, p . 519) notes "a third migrationai trend, which 
has become conspicuous only in recent years and is again 
largely a movement into the rural-nonfarm category, appears 
in the growth of areas in which tourism, recreation, and the 
settlement of retired persons are major elements in the 
economy." In addition, as industries move into suburbs and 
commuting patterns extend further into the hinterlands, some 





use while remaining fully employed in their 
(American Society of Planning Officials, 1.976). 
econd homes to permanent use has been going on
A 19 59 report by the American Society of Plan-
ning Officials stated that "in metropol i tan areas, some su-m- 
mer cottages are being converted to yoa ■'-round residences? 
and areas platted for summer cottage development have become 
full-scale residential developments" (American Society of 
Planning Officials, 1959, p. 30).
Since 1974, resorts and second home developments are no 
longer the thriving business they once were, and face a 
cloudy future because of a number of factors including high 
prices, tight money, over-saturation and over-construction, 
and increased gasoline prices (Epperson, 1977). In Itasca 
County of Minnesota, the number of resorts declined from 267 
in 1966, to 115 in 1933, and only one-fourth of those were 
profitable as of 1930 ("Number of Resorts..." October 31,
1983) . Experts believe there is still a market for the 
smaller townho ses or condominiums at single-sport resorts 
close to urban areas (Epperson, 1977; Stroud, 1983). Condo­
miniums can be sold on a multiple ownership basis with each 
owner paying a part and sharing the facility at different 
times. Such a concept has been undertaken at Breezy Point 
Resort on Pelican Lake in Minnesota, along with five similar 
projects around the state ("Time-Sharing..." February 26,
1984) . The'principle advantages for the developer in the 
time-share approach are the ability to spread building and 




.SECOND HOMES IN MINNESOTA
Minnesota is one of: the leading states in number of sec­
ond homes. In 1969, Minnesota ranked seventh nationally 
with 83,855 homes, and fourth in number of seasonal 'names 
per capita (Snyder, 1969). Accessibility of lake areas to 
population centers, especially to the large Twin Cities Met­
ropolitan Area, is the single mo:', c important factor in the 
the distribution of lakeshore homes in Minnesota (Table 1). 
With increasing distance from the Twin Cities, Fargo, Grand 
Forks, and Duluth, the number of homes per mile of shore de­
creases .
TABLE 1
MAJOR FACTOR CONSIDERED IN SELECTION OF LOCATION FOR A 
LAKESHORE SEASONAL HOME IN MINNESOTA.




42 Accessibility - driving distance from
permanent residence or work; 
local road conditions
19 Physical. Site - scenery; water and shore
characteristics
14 Familiarity - familiar with people, area
13 Isolation - distance from crowded and
commercial areas4 Other Nearby Rec" ration - other lakes; skiing,
hunting, etc.
3 Climate ~ cle .ier air; temperature
2 Service Availability - nearby shopping
facility and good 
commonity
2 ’rice Investment - initial cost, resale value
1 Other ~ taxes, retirement
, 1970, p. 35.Source: Borchert
In terms of seasonal homes, the larger numbers tend to be 
In areas where the major high-quality lake resource Is near­
est the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. Crow Wing County, 
which has the highest number of seasonal homes in the state, 
is the closest major lake-coniferous forest area to the sev­
en metropolitan counties (Borchert, 1970). The location of 
permanent homes, however, Is not as strongly related to the 
Twin Cities Area. Accessibility to a larger number of out­
lying urban centers, such as Alexandria and Brainerd, tends 
to have a greater impact on the location of these homes 
(Borchert, 1970).
Shoreline development outside the seven metropolitan 
counties is concentrated on a relatively few lakes. Minne­
sota has more than 11,500 lakes of more than ten acres out­
side the seven-county metropolitan area, but virtually all 
of the development is on only 1,600 lakes, or fourteen per­
cent of the total. The ten most developed lakes in the 
state account for twelve percent of the state's lakeshore 
seasonal and permanent homes. Excluding the Twin Cities 
Metropolitan Area, Crow Wing County ranked second among 
counties in both number of seasonal homes (4,720), and in 
number of permanent lakeshore homes (1,320) .in 1970. By 
1930, it ranked third in number of second homes with 3,136 
(Borchert, 1970; IJ.S. Bureau of Census, 1980).
Minnesota residents own. eighty percent of the seasonal 
lake homes in the state; out-of-state owners are primarily
residents of surrounding states with more limited recrea­
tional opportunities than Minnesota. Five percent of Minne­
sota residents own a permanent or seasonal lake home (ex­
cluding such homes in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area and 
in other Minnesota municipalities located on lakes). This 
is approximately the same as that of the national average 
(Borchert, 1970).
PELICM? LAKE
Pelican Lake is considered to be among the most developed 
lakes in Minnesota. In 1970, the lake ranked fifth in num­
ber of seasonal homes and tenth in number of seasonal and 
permanent homes combined. In addition, as many as eight re­
sorts and two campgrounds have been developed on the shores 
of Pelican Lake (Borchert, 1970,* Minnesota DdR, 1983).
Two major reasons for Pelican Lake being a popular lake 
are its location and its recreational amenities. It has a 
centralized location, can draw from the Twin Cities area, 
Duluth, Fargo, and Grand Forks, and also also enjoys a good 
reputation with residents from the surrounding states which 
Lack desirable lake environments. The physical shore type 
of Pelican Lake is sand-coniferous, one of the most desira­
ble lakeshore types for development in Minnesota. Borchert 
(1970) defines a sand-coniferous area as having sandy soil 
and coniferous shore vegetation. In addition, the lake is 
well-suited for swimming, recreational boating, and fishing.
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Breezy Point is by far the largest of the resorts on Pel­
ican Labe and, in fact, is one of the largest and oldest re­
sorts in Minnesota. Originating in 1922, Breezy Point has 
grown steadily through the years, reaching the status of 
village in 1939, and incorporated city in 1971, Encompass­
ing sixteen-atd-one-half square miles (10,560 acres) on the 
northwest side of Pelican Lake, It included a year-round 
population of 383 persons in 1980. Facilities include two 
golf courses, tennis courts, horseback riding, dining and 
entertainment, shopping center, airport, and marina, in ad­
dition to 8,470 acres of water.
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
Difficulties often arise when attempting to consistently 
classify various kinds of land. Land surfaces < an be meas­
ured accurately in units of area and can also be classified 
quite readily in broad terms by geological or so.il features, 
or by climatological and related ecological-veget itive 
groupings. Land use, however, introduces a tiumbe • of clas­
sification problems because particular purposes and view­
points must be considered. These vary widely by location, 
ownership, kind of use, and specific land characte*istics
(Davis, 1976) .
Effective application of land management requires the 
collection and organization of much information regarding 
characteristics and use capabilities of the land. Outdoor
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recreation planners and developers utilize much of the data 
obtained through classifications based on the land only, 
without regard to land uses. These classifications are ap~ 
plie cl in much the same general way as for agriculture, engi­
neering, and forestry. Soils and surficial geology are of­
ten extremely critical in regards to drainage and capacity 
to sustain different kinds of uses. Similarity, topography, 
weather, and climate are critical in site selection and in 
defining use possibilities. Sco.Log Leal-vegetative data are 
likewise necessary in appraising land carrying capacity and 
the aesthetic qualities of the site (Marsh, 1978).
Orning (1976) combined resource variables in. an attempt 
to define and locate seenleally attractive areas in a re­
gion. Relief, water orientation, and forest cover were com­
bined to create a fourth variable which was then used to 
generate maps, frequency counts, and other data relation­
ships. These, in turn, were used to produce resource sum­
maries which would systematically solve planning, objectives. 
Another of his studies includes land suitability for outdoor 
recreation, whereby basic parameters such as scenic attrac­
tiveness, accessibility, and present urban development of 
lakeshore and rivershore were used to define outdoor recrea­
tion sites. The study was conducted on the Arrowhead Region 
of Minnesota and produced these results: 1) the largest 
class was determined to be forest-rough land; 2) about one- 
quarter of the potential outdoor recreation, sites were on
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lakeshore, and; 3) one-third of the potential outdoor recre­
ation sites had river frontage.
Borchert's lake home study (1970) developed Minnesota's 
f’rst system for the physical classification of lakes within 
the state. This system, developed as a basic framework for 
describing the state's lake resources and human’s develop­
ment and use of them, uses three principal classification 
criteria: 1) the dominant types of lakeshore soils and veg­
etation; 2) water ecology, and; 3) the size-shape relation­
ship of lake basins. Seven basic physical types of Minneso­
ta lakeshores were classified by combining three shore 
vegetation classes (absence of trees, deciduous trees, coni­
ferous trees) with four shore soil types (wet-swampy, clay, 
sandy, and rock-bedrock-boulders). Seoiogical classes were 
characterized by different fish types, chemistry of lake wa­
ter, shape and depth of lake basins, and characteristics of 
the surrounding shore and vegetation. The level and type of 
water chemical constituents is related Lo lake fertility and 
to fish production (more fertile waters have more aquatic 
growth and denser fish populations). Lake fertility in­
creases from northeast to southwest in Minnesota. The third 
criteria, size-shape relationship of lake basins, was used 
to determine crowding potential for individual lakes. Lakes 
that include many points, bays, and islands have a higher 
ratio of shore!ine-to-water area than Large, round lakes 
with recu1 ar shorelines. Consequently, If shorelines are
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developed to the same density on.all Lakes, the competition 
for water space on small and irregular lakes will be far 
greater than on large, round lakes. Four potential crowding
classes based on water acres per mile of shore were devel­
oped for Minnesota lakes. The classes include: 1) less than 
60 acres per mile, high crowding potential; 2) 60-109 acres, 
medium crowding potential; 3) L.10-224 acres, low potential, 
and; 4} 225 acres or more, negligible crowding potential.
A similar study was prepared by planning agencies In 
Michigan which included several detailed processes for the 
selection of the most appropriate sites for various recrea­
tional uses. Part of this study was concerned with ranking 
all of the lakes in Michigan in terms of their attraction 
for boating on the basis of sice, depth, water quality, sur­
rounding landscape quality, and other characteristics (Fa- 
bos, 1979). Advisory agencies in the United States have
also developed processes for the site selection of r e c r e a ­
tional uses. The New Hampshire Cooperative Extension Ser­
vice, for example, has developed a process in which water, 
topography, soil, vegetation, and visual quality are among
the factors evaluated. Similarity, the United States Soil 
Conservation Service has developed a systematic approach for 
assessing twelve standard categories of outdoor recreation 
areas, an approach which can be used either by state and lo­
cal planning agencies, or by private recreation developers
(Fabos 1971) .
DATA SOURCE AMD METHODOLOGY
Data collected and utilised in this study are classified 
into two categories ~~ those describing recreational- devel­
opment around Pelican Lake and those describing other land 
use/cover characteristics.
RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
An investigation of tax lists in the Crow Wing County Au­
ditor’s office provided the necessary information regarding 
the number of homes on Pelican Lake over the past 54 years. 
Total number of homes were calculated at ten-year intervals 
beginning in 1930 and ending in 1980, with an additional to­
tal tor the year 1984 (Appendix A). The County Assessor's 
office was able to supply additional information regarding 
development for the period 1970-84. Only those structures 
located on property bordering Pelican Lake were used in the 
study. As the result of a new phenomenon, the condominium, 
appearing on Pelican Lake in the 1960s, it was concluded 
that a new category that would include both homes and condo­
minium units was necessary. Hence, the category "dwellings" 
(number of homes + number of condominium units) was estab­




A land classification of the study area was deemed neces­
sary to fully explain changes and conditions in land use/ 
cover which affected building patterns on the shores of Pel­
ican Lake. Black and white aerial photographs of the study 
area were analyzed from four dates: September 20, 1939;
July 22, 1960; August 16, 1969, and; August 4, 1978. All
photographs are approximately the same scale (1:16,000), ex­
cept for the 1939 coverage which is about 1:21,000. The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Area offices in 
Brainerd and Pequot Lakes provided the photographs for use 
in this study (Appendix 3).
STUDY AREA
The study area includes parts of 36 sections in Crow Wing 
County of north central Minnesota and encompasses approxi­
mately 19,050 acres (Figure 4). Twenty-five sections lie in 
Pelican Township, five lie in Mission Township, and the oth­
er six are part of Lake Edward Township,
Boundaries for the study area were determined by both po­
litical and physical means, along with Pelican Lake's posi­
tion within the Thirty Lakes Watershed District and the Mis­
sissippi Headwaters Watershed. The Thirty Lakes Watershed 
District was established by the Department of Natural Re­
sources and the Water Resources Board in 1972 in an effort 
to regulate and restrict the density of population and con-
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trol of pollution of waters within the District. Pelican 
Lake lies at the northern end of the District and, as a re­
sult, the study area boundaries on the west, north, and east 
portions of the lake coincide very closely with those of the 
District (Thirty Lakes Watershed District, 1972).
The southern boundary of the study area is the boundary 
of the Mississippi Headwaters Watershed of North Central 
Minnesota as established by the state of Minnesota, Tills 
watershed is a 7,068 square mile area in north central Min­
nesota including all Land drained by the Mississippi River 
above the Crow Wing River. Lying along the southernmost 
boundary of this watershed, water within the study area 
drains toward Pelican Lake, and finally east toward the Mis­
sissippi River (Oakes and Bidweil, 1968).
ANALYSIS OF TFT PHOTOS
Photographs were initially arranged and identified ac­
cording to their Location wit, the study area. Each pho­
tograph was individually interpreted using a land use/cover 
classification system developed by Anderson et al. (1976) 
(Table 2), concentrating on the center two-thirds of the 
photographs to limit radial displacement error.' The photo­
graphs were then used to develop four maps depicting the en­
tire study area for the years 1939, 1960, 1969, and 1978.
These years were chosen because of the availability of pho-
TABLE 2
ANDERSON LAND USE/COVER CLASSIFICATION
Le ve1 I Level II
9i. « Urban or Built-Up Land 11. Resident ial
12. Commercial and Services13, Industrial
1 4, Transportation, Communi-
cations, and Utilities
15 . Industrial and Cominer-
cial Complexes
16. Mixed Urban or Built-Up
Land
17, Other Urban or Built-Up
,a nd
ot- • Aqr i c u 11 u r a 1 La nd 21. Cropland and Pasture
2 2, Orchards, Groves, vine-
yards, Nurseries, and 
Ornamental Horticul-
ture
23 , Conf ined Feeding
Operations
24. Other Agr i c u11 ur a1 Land
4. Forest Land 41 . Deciduous Forest Land
42. Evergreen Forest Land
43. Mixed Forest Land
5. Water 51. Streams and Ca.n? s
52. Lakes
53. Reservo irs
54. Bays and Estuaries
6. Wetland 61 . Forested Wetland
62 . Non lores ted Wetland
7. Barren Land 71 . Dry Salt Flats
72, Beaches
73 . Sandy Areas other than
Beaches
74. Bara Exposed Rock
75. Strip Mines, Quarries,
and Gravel Pits
76. TransL ti ona1 Areas
77. Mixed Barren Land
Source: Anderson et al, 1976, p. 8 *
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A Talcs Systems, Inc. series 600 CYBERGRAPH Digitizing 
System was used to determine acres of land found within each, 
classification for each of the four years (Appendix C).
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
Time Series Analysis was utilized on selected data in or­
der to ascertain possible changes in these variables which 
may have occurred in the past forty-five years. Selected 
data include those land use/cover values determined from the 
photooraphs.
CORRELATX ON-REGRESSION MODELS
The primary focus of this study is to examine what physi­
cal characteristics of an environment play a role in deter­
mining the location of recreational homes in the Pelican 
Lake area. In order to explain the location of preferred 
building sites on Pelican Lake and better predict future 
building patterns, a stepwise multivariate regression model 
was constructed within the structure of the Statistical 
Analysis Systems (SAS) computer package (SAS Institute Inc., 
1982). Prior to developing the regression model, a correla­
tion routine was utilized in order to delineate the degree 
of association between variables. Correlation analysis was 
essential since regression analysis is of limited value un­
less the variables to be analyzed through regression are 
significantly correlated. In addition, because the stepwise
procedure "screens out" those variables not contributing 
significantly to the model, it was critical to note which 
variables initially correlated highly with one another in 
the event that certain variables were not chosen by the
stepwise procedure (Hammond 
the SAS program was used to 
dents o i d e c e r nt :L n a t i o n ) 1 n 
tion of those variables not 
dure.
and MeCullagh, l978}„ FInally, 
compare R-square values (coeffi 
order to explain the contribu- 
selected by the stepwise proce-
DATA SELECTION AND ACQUISITION
In the analysis of distribution of recreational homes, 
land use/cover data with in the Pelican Lake watershed for 
the year 1939 was selected as base year. This year was cho­
sen because of the minimal appearance of recreational homes 
prior to this time on Pelican Lake.- and because much of the 
land area had not yet been developed or altered. Values of 
land use/cover types pertaining to the number of acres of 
each land class within the thirty-six sections were obtained 
from photographic analysis of the watershed. Twenty sec­
tions border Pelican Lake and can be used in analysis with 
corresponding data concerning homes and condominium units. 
However, three of these sections consist of less than 640 
acres due to study area, boundaries of the watershed, and 
were therefore dropped from the analysis. Values for the 
remaining seventeen sections obtained from photographic in­
terpretation were used as variables in the analysis, and i.n- 
c1ude:
1) acres in agriculture
2) acres in forest
3} acres in wetland
4) acres in urban
5) acres in Pelican Lake
6} acres in water other than Pelican Lake
Classification of land within the study area as urban needs 
some clarification. Although Breezy Point's city limits en­
compass sixteen-and-one-half square miles of land bordering 
Pelican Lake (most of which does not appear in the study 
area), very little of it can be considered urban or built- 
up. A significant portion of what would meet Anderson's 
(1976) Land use/cover classification of urban or built-up 
area (Table 2), however, can be found in two sections of 
Breezy Point in the northwest portion of the watershed.
These two sections include what is considered to be the re­
sort area, and include a shopping center, dining and enter­
tainment facilities, hotel and other lodging, condominiums, 
convention center, airport, golf courses, and a sewage 
treatment facility. While the majority of these facilities 
did not exist in 19.39, a significant number of homes and 
buildings were in existance. As a result portions of these 
two sections ware, classified as urban. Mo where else in the 
watershed do conditions meet those, to be classified as ur-
ba n
Additional information for use in the model was obtained
from a United States Geological Survey map, a bathymetric 
map published by the Minnesota DNR, and the four "».ap se­
quence developed for this study. They include:
7} relief within each section, measured from highest 
point to lowest point
t i on
3} length of shoreline of Pelican Lake in each sec­
95 closest distance from shoreline to the nearest 
medium-duty road (an improved road, as determined on the 
1r19 USGS map)
10} maximum depth of Pelican Lake within each sec­
tion (Table 3)
Two analyses were conducted: one using the number of 
homes in 1984 within each of the seventeen authorized sec­
tions, and the other using the number of dwellings (homes + 
condominium units) in 1984 within each section. These two 
forms of data were selected in an attempt to gain a clear 
understanding of which variables contribute significantly to 
the model. The occurrence of urban area and condominium 
units in only two sections tends to dramatically influence 
other variables, thus the reason for using a homes-only mod-
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TABLE 3
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS UTILIZED IN STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Section M.3.X » Max. Depth Listance Length Of
Relief Pelican To Road Shore!Lne
(ft.) Lake (ft. ) (mi. ) (mi.)
Pelican TownshiP
10 38 12 , 4 5 .90
11 34 35 . 19 1.68
12 44 8 . 35 1.62
13 14 ‘ J- b . 50 .80
IS 34 60 . 75 1.33
16 94 22 . 28 1.76
21 69 28 .05 3.08
24 K 35 . 50 .22
25 21 50 .83 1.55
27 24 50 . 19 i .60
28 64 25 .04 . 79
33 (o 4 25 .05 1.79
34 14 100 1 f*. j. a . 38
35 14 80 .75 . 54
36 14 90 . 65 1.02
Mission Township
18 24 75 . 10 .93
19 16 40 . 10 .98
Lake Edward Township
2 16 50 .09 1.29O 13 SO . 10 I • 33
4 123 10 . 16 .24
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LAND USE/COVER
In order to include maps depicting land use for the years 
1939, I960, 1969, and 1.978, it was necessary to divide each
map into six portions, each portion portraying approximately 
one-sixth of the study area. Figure 5 should be used as a 
guide co illustrate the method of division.
1939 Map
The most obvious aspect of the 1939 map (Figures 6-1.1) 
depicting land use within the Pelican Lake watershed is the 
relatively small size of Pelican Lake when compared with the 
maps of subsequent years. In order to fully understand the 
various sizes of Pelican Lake, it is first necessary to re­
view a portion of its history. Prior to 1938, Pelican Lake 
depended entirely upon groundwater and runoff to replenish 
water lost through evaporation. Because of a number of dry 
years during the 1930s, water level fell steadily, reaching 
a low of 1,203.5 feet above mean sea level in 1933. The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, then known as the 
State Conservation Department, was called upon to construct 
a diversion ditch from Pelican Lake to Ossawinnamakee Lake, 
which lies one mile to the north. Ossawinnamakee Lake has
40
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numerous outlets, one of which leads to the Mississippi Riv­
er to the east. With an average width of three feet, an av­
erage depth of four feet, and a six-bay cement dam in place, 
the diversion ditch allowed water to flow into Pelican Lake 
beginning in 1939, soon restoring the lake to its normal 
level of 1,206-1,207 feet above sea level. The Normal Ordi­
nary High Water Level for Pelican Lake was later determined 
to be, and remains today, 1,207.4 feet (Minnesota DNR, 1943; 
Minnesota DNR, 1983). (A 1979 Minnesota law defines the 
Normal Ordinary High Water Level as the point where the veg­
etation changes from predominantly aquatic to predominantly 
terrestrial) ("Politics of Water..." September 10, 1934).
Figure 6 indicates that the diversion ditch is obviously 
in place but apparently had not been in use long enough to 
raise the lake levels to their present elevation. Because 
of the low water level, a number of conditions result, in­
clude ng:
1) a number of small lakes exist (Figures 7, 8, and 
9) which became a part of Pelican Lake in later years.
2) a large expanse of beach (classified as barren) 
encompassed the lake, much more than in later years,
3) Pelican Lake's two islands (Figures 6 and 7) were 
noticeably larger in 1939 than in following years.
The watershed was dominated by forest cover with rela­
tively few acres in agriculture, although agriculture's per­
centage of total land area was the highest of the four years
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studied. Most cf the agricultural acres were found in the 
northwest corner of the watershed (Figure 6). Breezy Point, 
located on the western shore of the lake (Figures 6 and 7), 
is the only area classified as urban. A number of small 
lakes and wetland areas surrounded Pelican Lake, particular­
ity on the southeastern portion. (Figures 10 and 11), which 
is an area of minimal relief and low elevation. Most of the 
areas classified as barren are beaches along the shores of 
Pelican Lake, while the rest are primar'ly transitional ar­
eas found farther from the lake. Transitional areas within 
this watershed are primarily those which are former agricul­
tural areas that have since been abandoned or left as fal­
low. Also included are areas which had been wetland, but 
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Pelican Lake's shape in 1960 (Figures 12-17) is consider­
ably different from chat of 1939, but very similar to the 
present shape -of the lake. As a result of the increased wa­
ter, level of Pelican Lake:
1) a number of new bays were created (Figures 13,
14, and 15 ) .
2) the acres of beach encorapas sing the lake great!
diminished -
3) t wo areas adj oi n ing Pelican Lake became wetland
(Figure 15 and 16) .
.t \*-* i the size of the two islands diminished (Figures
12 and 13)
5) a few former wetlands became lakes (Figure 17).
6) the size of a few peripheral lakes and. wetlands 
were increased (Figures 12, 15, 16, and 17).
Additional determinations of the watershed include:
1) forest cover continued to dominate the watershed, 
and acres of forest had increased substantially since 1939, 
replacing acres which had been agriculture or barren in 
1939 (Figures 12, 13, and 17).
2) acres in agricultural Land had substantially de­
creased since 1939, particularity in the northwest corner of 
the watershed where it previously had been more prevalent 
(Figure 12). Forested acreage primarily covers areas once 
cleared for agriculture but, apparently, later found s ubrna r-
'SO
ginal for such use. As a result, the southern end of the 
watershed became the principal area of agricultural acreage, 
along with the northwest.
3) Breezy Point (Figures 12 and 13) remained basi­
cally the same size it had been in 1939, and continued to be 
the only area within the watershed classified as urban.
4) acres of barren land, besides those found along 
the shore of Pelican Lake, diminished between 1939 and 1960 
(Figures 13, 16, and 17).




































Except for minor alterations, Pelican Lake's shape and
size remained virtually unchanged between I960 and 1969 
(Figures 18-23). On the northern end of the watershed a 
channel was dug to connect a small lake to Pelican Lake 
(Figure 13). Another minor change occurred in the Breezy 
Point area where another channel was dug to accomodate boat 
owners who resided in condominiums not directly on Pelican 
Lake (Figure 19).
A number of conclusions can be reached after analyzing 
Pelican Lake's watershed in 1969, and include:
1) forested acres remained the dominant land cover, 
but its acreage diminished sLightly '.'luring the previous nine 
years (Figures 18, 19, and 20). Data for the two years in­
dicates a decline of about one hundred acres in the wat­
ershed .
2) agricultural acreage remained at levels similar 
to those of 1960, and continued to exist primarily in the 
northwest and southern portions (Figures 13 and 23).
3) land classified as urban increased in the Breezy 
Point area (Figures 13 and 19), primarily as development 
spread along the shoreline in both directions. The addition 
of nine holes to the original golf course also was a reason 
for the increase in acreage.
4) beach along the shoreline of Pelican Lake re­
mained virtually unchanged, but the total land classified as
barren increased by about one-hundred-and-fifty acres since 
I960. A. major reason for this was the construction of power 
lines near and along the western boundary of the watershed 
which brought about clear-cutting of forested acres and re­
sulted in the strip of barren land apparent in Figures 19 
and 20.
*5) a rather subtle change which might not be readily 
noticed, but nevertheless is quite apparent when analyzing 
land use acreage data, is the decline in water acreage other 
than Pelican Lake. This occurred primarily as emergent veg­
etation engulfed many of the small bodies of water. There 
had been an initial increase in water throughout the wat­
ershed after construction of the diversion ditch in 1939,
In subsequent years, however, small, shallow bodies of water 
relinquished parts of their surface area to encroaching veg­
etation. This led to a decline in water acreage and, even­
tually, wetland acres. Examples of this phenomenon are evi­
dent in Figures 22 and 23.
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Very tew changes in size and shape of Pelican Lake oc­
curred in the nine years prior to 1978 (Figures 24-29). 
Changes within the watershed continued to occur, however, 
and include the following;
1} an increase in forested land occurred between 
1969 and 1978, although it was not strikingly obvious be­
cause of the dominance of forest in both years. One area 
where it was noticed, however, was in the northwest corner 
of the watershed where a rather large area of previously 
barren, land was naturally reforested (Figure 24).
2) agricultural area continued to decline as areas 
were abandoned or left as fallow and reclassified as barren 
(Figures 28 and 29). The northwest and southern portions of 
the watershed remained the principal areas where agriculture 
could be found (Figures 24 and 29).
3} Breezy Point showed a substantial increase in 
land classified as urban, primarily due to the addition of a 
small airport and sewage facility (Figures 24 and 25).
4) total barren land remained unchanged for the most 
part —  while certain agricultural areas were turned into 
land classified as barren, other areas, such as the airport, 
were converted from barren to urban.
5) the effects of emergent vegetation along the 
perimeters of water bodies resulted in a decline of water 
acreage, and the subsequent increase in wetland acreage.
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The greatest number of acres in agricultural land within 
the study area was identified and calculated from the 1939 
photography and has decreased steadily through the years to 
about half of its 1939 total (Figure 30). Tine primary rea­
son for the decrease in land classified as agricultural was 
the recognition of the economic reality that the land was 
better suited for other purposes. Because of sandy soil, 
and the majority of the watershed consisting of forest, wa­
ter, and wetland, agriculture is not a viable primary eco­
nomic activity in this area. Agricultural land, which pres­
ently consists of two percent of the total land within the 
watershed, is used primarily as cropland and pasture.
Fo re$t
The area classified as forest was at its lowest calculat­
ed level in 1939 as a result of the cutting of great numbers 
of trees in the years prior (Figure 31). Reduced timber 
harvest pressure and increased concern of lake home owners 
(i.e. formation of groups such as Crow Wing Environment Pro­
tection Association) led to an. increase in forest acreage 
during the 1960s and 1970s. Northwest Paper Company contin­
ues to own portions of forest-covered land within the study 
area and variations in forest acreage will occur as the 
mill decides when to harvest. Forested land presently ac­
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the watershed, and is by far the major land cover within the 
region.
Water
Total calculated area classified as water, excluding Pel­
ican Lake, increased sharply between 1939 and 1960 (Figure 
32). Two principle reasons for this are the construction of 
a diversion ditch between Ossawinnamakee Lake and Pelican 
Lake, and an increase in precipitat ion in northern Minnesota 
following the dust-bowl drought of the 1930s. The diversion 
ditch allowed more water into Pelican Lake and, subsequent­
ly, the surrounding area as the water table rose. Decline 
in acres Of water since 1960 could best be explained by the 
effects of emergent vegetation filling in smaller lakes, 
ponds, and wetlands surrounding Peiirm Lake. Also, that 
four of the five years prior to 1978 were years where yearly 
precipitation failed to reach its average is a major factor 
in low water acreage in 1978 (Figure 33); 1976 remains as 
the single lowest yearly precipitat ion total in Brainerd's 
history -- only 13.16 inches of precipitation (Appendix D). 
Pelican Lake's water surface accounts for forty-four percent 
of the entire study area, while open water other than Peli­
can Lake composes approximately eleven percent of the total 
land area.
The same basic factors that are responsible for for 
changes in water acreage elsewhere in the watershed are also 
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34). However, these factors do not have the same impact on 
Pelican Lake because of its large size. Acreage totals of 
the lake for the years 1960, 1969, and 1978 remained fairly 
consistent, with the greatest difference occurring between 
1969 and 1978. Again, the low yearly precipitation values 
prior to photographic coverage in 1978 best explain the 
slight decline in lake size.
Wetland
Much of the area which was wetland in 1939 became bodies 
of water such as ponds after the diversion ditch was con­
structed, thus a significant decrease in wetland acreage on 
the 1960 photographs was observed (Figure 35). This coin­
cides with the increase in water throughout the area during 
this same period. As small, bodies of water were being over­
whelmed by infringing vegetation, wetland acreage stabilized 
and even increased, as evidenced by the total calculated 
from 1978 photos. Encompassing about six percent of the to­
tal area, wetlands comprise the third highest land cover 
classified within the study area.
Barren
Barren land in this study includes areas such as beaches, 
sandy areas other than beaches, and transitional areas men­
tioned earlier. The single most important factor leading to 
the large acreage classified as barren land i.n 1939 was the 
large expanse of sahdy areas and beaches present due to a 


















through the years, the beach deposits were covered by water. 
Little shore erosion occurred as a result of the increase in 
water level because of the gentle gradient of relief along 
the water; acres of significant relief lie at some distance 
from Pelican Lake. Minor fluctuations in barren land acre-
age from 1960 t o 1978 are best explained by changes :iLa tra.n
s i t iona1 areas away from the lakeshore. Barren land pres-
antly accounts for ap proxi mate1y £ive percent of the total
land area .
RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Recreational home development on Pelican Lake has in­
creased dramatically over the past 54 years (Figure 37). In 
terms of number of homes, this increase had been rather 
steady until the 1960s, when a tremendous increase in dwell­
ings was noted. More homes were built in the 1960s than had 
previously existed on the lake.
Little home or site development occurred during the 1930s 
primarily because of the great economic depression. Land 
values failed to increase and, in many instances, plummeted. 
Number of. homes rose significantly in the 1940s and 1950s, 
however; an Indication of things to come. The 1960s brought 
another type of recreational development to Pelican Lake -• 
the condominium. During this time, 156 condominiums units 
were constructed on Pelican Lake, all within the village 
limits of Breezy Point. Another thirty-four units were add-
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ed in the 1970s with an additional fifty-six appearing be­
tween 1980 and 1984. This unique recreational area current­
ly finds itself in the midst of a dramatic upswing which 
could surpass the development increases of the 1960s and
1970s.
Development on Pelican Lake, 1930-1984 
Very few homes were present on the shores of Pelican Lake 
in 1930; a total of forty-four were located around the en­
tire lake (Figure 38), In only two areas (four sections) 
•were there clusters of development worth noting; the west 
side of the lake (the location of hreezy Point), and the 
southernmost two sections, Excluding the homes within those 
four sections, only eleven recreational homes existed on 
Pelican Lake.
Pelican Lake, as a recreational area, remained relatively 
undeveloped in 1940; an additional seven homes had been 
built in the preceding ten ye.,rs. The same four sections on 
the west and south shores continued, to have the majority of 
housing sites; seventy-five percent of the homes on Pelican 
Lake could be found in these four sections (Figure 39).
The first significant increase in development on Pelican 
Lake could be observed in 1950 (Figure 40). The following 
interpreter ions can be made from the data and maps;
1} the west and south sides of Pelican Lake contin- 
develooed areas surrounding;ued to be the most the lake
• i ,;ur-' v-AI. 1'0IL4 Map Depicting Development 
at Pelican Lake by Section, 1.930,
r s gn re CALFORM Map Depicting Development 
at Pelican Lake by Section, 1940.
i. yaie **' * CaLrORM Map Dop i cL in y Development 
at l o i. i. can l ..■i'll? b y St*, c L i on , 1 9b0 .




2 ) two additional sections had increased to 6 - 1 0  
homes apiece, as development appeared to branch out for the 
first time in the developmental history of the lake.
3) three sections had increased to 11-17 homes
apiece.
4) the southern two sections became the most devel­
oped area, relacing the western two sections, which included 
Breezy Point.
An even more draraatic incrc;ase in development occurred
be tween 1050 a nd 1060 (Figure 41) . Observet ions of recrea
tional developraent reveal:
1 ) four additional sections (east, south, and north) 
had increased to 6 - 1 0  homes per section.
2) five sections included 11—17 homes apiece.
3) one section (Breezy Point) contained over* 18
homes.
4) ten sections numbered at least 5 homes.
3) three distinct areas appeared to be major concen­
trations of development —  the west, south, and east por­
tions o £ th e s'ho r e l ine .
6 ) the appearance of a section in the north contain­
ing over 6 homes,
The most dramatic increase in development on Pelican Lake 
occurred during the 1360s (Figure 42). Major findings show:




2) the western shore of Pelican Lake resumed its 
statistical position as the most populated area.
3} the eastern and southern shores were the next 
highest developed areas.
4) only four sections with 3 or less homes remained.
5) this year marked the last in the sequence of maps 
in which a section included no homes {section 13 of Pelican 
Township).
6 ) condominiums appeared in sections 16 and 2 1 of 
Pe1ican Township (Breezy Point).
Development continued to increase through the 1970s. The 
following conclusions can be made by analyzing the 1980 map 
(F igure 43 5 :
1) two sections of Breezy Point included at least 
1 0 2 dwellings apiece.
2 ) the western shore remained the most populated, 
followed by the eastern and southern shores.
3) nearly every section bordering Pelican Lake ex­
perienced a significant increase during the previous ten 
years.
Development between .1930 and 1984 increased at a rate 
never experienced prior to this time at Pelican Lake. Pro­
jected growth in the 1980s indicates the largest number of 
new dwellings being constructed for any ten-year period to 
date. Breezy Point accounts for the great majority of this 
increase, followed by the northern and eastern shores (Fig­
ure 44). Major findings include:
90
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1) only two sections (24 and 34 of Pelican Township) 
include five or less homes apiece, largely because most of 
these sections lie within Pelican Lake.
2 ) the southern and eastern shores continue to be 
the next-highest developed areas, much the same as 1960-80.
3) a section of the north shore (section 11 of Peli­
can Township) appears to be the fourth most dominant area in 
terms of population. This is the culmination of a steady 
increase within this section which began in 1960.
Although development has grown tremendously in the fifty 
years prior to 1934, Pelican Labe does not appear to have a 
problem of overcrowding because of its large size (Table 4) . 
This becomes readily apparent when looking at the number of 
homes per acre of water in Pelican Lake (.065). Sven when 
taking condominiums at Breezy Point into consideration, the 
number of dwellings per acre of Pelican Lake remains low 
(.094). As, stated earlier, using Borchert‘s (1970) poten­
tial crowding classification for Minnesota lakes, Pelican 
Lake is considered to have negligible crowding potential.
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TABLE 4
DEVELOPMENTAL DENSITY OF PELICAN LAKE
1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 .1984
Homes 44 51 87 153 3 20 474 550
Dwellings 44 51 3 7 158 476 664 796
Miles of 
Lakeshore
22,7 23.3 24.2 24.8 2 5.2 25.0 25.0
Acres of Water 
Surface
6811 7 57 7 3534 8534 8529 8470 3470
Homes per Mile 
of Bakeshore 
Ratio
1.9 2.2 3.6 6.4 12,7 19.0 22.0
Dwe11i ngs per 
Mile of Lake- 
shore Ratio
1.9 2.2 3,6 6.4 18.9 26.6 31.3
Homes per Acre 
of Water Ratio
. 006 .007 .010 . 019 .038 . 056 .063
Dwellings per . 006 . 007 . 01.0 .019 . 056 .078 . 094
Acre of Water 
Ratio
RESORTS
The number of resorts on Pelican Lake has fluctuated' 
throughout the past 54 years (Table 3). Factors such as ad­
ditional personal income, increased leisure time, and the 
need for recreational experiences have played a major role 
in determining the number of resorts on the lake at any one 
time. In 1930, Breezy Point was the only resort on Pelican 
Lake, having been built eight years earlier. It was not un~
93
til the 1940s that another resort was built on the Lake. 
Three additional resorts were constructed during the 1950s 
and 1960s, making a total of eight on Pelican Lake, the most 
operating at any one time. This number decreased to sis in 
1980, and five in 1984. This pattern of declining res.orts 
follows a trend Minnesota has been experiencing since the 
1970s ("Humber of Resorts..." October 3.1, 1983).
Table 5
HOMES, DWELLINGS, AND RESORTS ON PELICAN LAKE
1930 - 1984
1 ■ " ' '— J 1 " ” - - 1 ■ “ «' 1 - T 1 > » •“*
1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1984
Homes 44 5.1 87 158 3 20 474 550
Condominium 
Uni ts 156 190 246
Dwe1 lings (Home s 
and C ondom i nium 
Units)
44 51 87 158 476 664 796
Resorts x 3. 2 5 8- 6 5
BREEZY POINT
9 A
As shown by the maps depicting location of development 
surrounding Pelican Lake (Figures 38-44), Breezy Point has 
accounted for a major portion of all development throughout 
the time period studied, As long ago as 1930, Breezy Point 
comprised 48% of the total number of homes on Pelican Lake, 
Development grew* faster on the rest of the lake than at 
Breezy Point during the next three decades as new homes and 
resorts appeared. Its percentage of total development fell
to 41%, 30%, and .22% in 1940, 1950, and I960, respectively. 
By 1970, aided by the introduction of condominiums, Breezy 
Point accounted for a full 47% of the total development 
present on Pelican Lake, While Breezy Point continued to 
grow at a rapid pace during the following ten years, the
other areas on'the lake increased as well, and Breezy 
Point's share of total development decreased to 44%. By the 
beginning of 1984, revived by new vacation concepts such as 
time-sharing, Breezy Point Iwl resumed its 48% share of to­
tal development on Pelican Lake .,
PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX
Homes
Strength of association between shoreline and number of 
homes on Pelican Lake (R=„7.1, P--.0Q1) suggests that the 
longer the shoreline, the greater the number of homes within, 
a given land area (Table 6 ). The great majority of: persons
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wanting fed live near a lake demand property that borders the 
lake, rather than property located at a distance from water. 
If there is more shoreline in a particular section, there is 
more area that can be developed for lake homes.
The next strongest correlation between homes and another 
variable occurred with distance from shoreline to an im­
proved road (R= -.53, P= .03). Because of the negative cor­
relation, this analysis implies that the number of homes 
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increases. Greater access to.lakeshore would seem to 
significant factor in the location of homes on Pelican 
this evidence concurs with Borchert's (1970) study 
showed access ibi Li ty to be a major factor in consider- 
of iakeshore home location.'
The correlation coefficient yielded for homes and acres 
of water other than Pelican Lake (R=.48, P-.05) implies that 
a greater number of homes appear in those sections which 
contain a larger p o r t o f  water. This correlation may 
best be explained by the .large number of. lakes and ponds 
found scattered throughout the watershed. Homes lying on 
the shores of lakes other than Pelican Lake are not included 




Strength of the degree of association between relief and 
number of dwellings (R=.73, P^.001) suggests that the great­
er the relief found in a section, the greater the number of 
dwellings (Table 7). This evidence concurs with Borchert's 
(1970) and Orning's (1976) findings concerning physical 
characteristics, such as relief and scenery, being of major 
consideration in second home locations. The addition to the 
model of condominiums at Breezy Point and its presence in an 
area of high relief increases this degree of association
A high level of significance continues to exist between 
the length of shoreline and number of dwellings (R=.5l, 
p-,04), suggesting that the longer the shoreline, the great­
er the number of dwellings.
STEPWISE REGRESSION
Stepwise Regression procedure chooses the most signifi­
cant of the independent variables for inclusion in the mul­
tiple regression model. First, a selection process finds 
the single variable model which produces the largest R- 
square value (coefficient of determination). An F-statistic 
is calculated for each of the remaining variables, reflect­
ing the contribution that each variable would make to the 
model if it were included. The variable with the largest 
F-statistic and a Level of significance greater than the 
specified significance probability (P-.IO) is then added to
98
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the model. F-statistics are again calculated Cor those 
variables which remain outside the model and this process is 
repeated until no variable produces a significant F-statLs- 
tic. The stepwise selection technique then calculates par­
tial F~stat.'sties for variables already included in the mod­
el. A variable is deleted if it does not produce a partial 
F-stat.istic at the specified significance level for staying
in the model. The process contlnues until no va
conditions for inclusion or when the variable to
has just been deleted (SAS I n s t i t u t e Inc., 1932)
and 9 List the variables sa 1 acted by the stepwis
TABI 3
VARIAEI ,ES SELECTED 
(DEPENDENT




VARIABLE R-SQUARE F-STATISTIC PROB GT F
Length of Shoreline 
Acres of Water 
Acres of Pelican Lake
. 31 
. o 5 
. 7 7







VARIABLES SELECTED BY THE STEPWISE PROCEDURE 
(DEPENDENT VARIABLE = DWELLINGS)
VARIABLE R-SQUARE F-STATISTIC PROB GT F
Relie f 
Acres of
.53 16.71 .001 
Wet land .73 lS.74 .0001
99
the model, F-stat.Lsti.es are again calculated for those 
variables which remain outside the model and this process is 
repeated until no variable produces a significant F-statis- 
tic. The stepwise selection technique then calculates par-
t i a 92 i s t a t i s t i c s £ o r va r i afo 1 e s a 1 r e a d y iincluded in the mod
el. A variable is deleted if it does not produce a pa r 1 1 a 1
F-stat istic at the specified significance level tor staying
in the model. The process continues until no variable meets 
conditions tor inclusion or 'when the variable to be added 
has just been deleted (SAS Institute Inc., 1982). Tables 8
anci 9 list the variables selected by the stepwise procedure
TABLE
DEPENDENT
BY THE STEPWISE PROCEDURE 
VARIABLE * HOMES)
VARIABLE R~SQUARE F-STATISTIC PROP GT F
Length o£ Shoreline . 51 !—1 U1 k 
!
U- 
j I 1 ! i




SELECTED SY THE 
ENDSNT VARIABLE STEPWISE PROCEDURE ~ DWELLINGS)
VARIABLE R-SQUARE F-STATISTIC PROS GT F
Re .11 e £ . 53 16.7 l .001.Ac res of We 11 a nd . 7 3 18.74 . 0 0 0 1
100
Homes
Of the nine variables used in this analysis, the length 
of shoreline explains the largest percentage of variation in 
number of lakeshore homes in each section on Pelican Lake.
As determined in the Pearson's Correlation Matrix (Table 6 ), 
this variable has the largest R-value when correlated with
number of homes? thus
variable in the model. 
Lake is selected for t 
i s repeated. Together
its inclusion as the most important 
Acres in water' other than Pelican 
he model when the stepwise procedure 
with length of shoreline,- the model
explains 65% of the variation in number of homes . Though
distance to nee. rest improved road 1 s correla fed more sigpif-
icantiy wi th homes (R= -.53) than acres of wa t e r .43), it
is apparent from the stepwise selection process tha t the
combination of shoreline length and acres of water explains 
a larger proportion of the location of lakeshore homes. The 
final variable selected for inclusion in the model is acres
within Pelican Lake itself. It is important to realize the 
correlation that exists between homes and acres in Pelican 
Lake is a relative one; that is, the greater the percentage 
of a section s area lying in Pelican Lake, the fewer the 
number of homes to be expected. The reason for this would 
be that there is less area to be developed, thus less homes. 
When combined, the effect of the three variables explains 
77% of the variation in homesites.
103.
Dwel1 Inga
Of the nine variables used in this analysis, the amount 
of relief explains the largest percentage of variation in 
the number of lake-snore dwellings on Pelican Lake. The R- 
value of relief when correlated with number of dwellings in­
creases compared to that of relief vs, homes because of the 
influence of Breezy Point. Significant relief in Breezy 
Point's two sections combined with the large number of
dwellings raises the s 
the stapwise pracedure 
lacted for the model.
i gn if. 1 canoe o £ rel i.of’s r-value , 'Then
i. s repeated, acres ! n. we 1 1 a nd i s s e -
VX u should be noted that a very we,a k
correlation exists between wetland and number of dwellings
every other variable, in fact, has a more significant corre­
lation with number of dwellings than does wetland (Table 7). 
It should also.be noted that it is a positive correlation 
which exists between wetland and number of dwellings. But 
again, a significant amount of wetland exists In a section 
which contains almost 250 dwellings, obscuring the signifi­
cance of other variables. Combination of relief and wetland 
explain 73% of the variation in loo tion of lakeshore dwell­
ings on Pelican Lake.
Figures 45-43 illustrate the best relationshi.ps found be­
tween the nine independent variables and the number of
homes/dwe1 1 i ngs.
Multivariate models constructed for both homes and dwell­
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Figure W : Scatt&rgrara D e p i c t i n g  the Relationship between 
Length of Shoreline and Number of Dwellings.
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Figure 48; Sfattergram Depicting the Relationship betxceen 
Distance to Road and Number.of Dwellings.
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Eiomes: Y = bQ + b^x^ + 4- b 3 x ̂
where:
Y is the predicted location of lakehoraes, 
b is the slope o£ the regression line, 
x7 represents length of shoreline, 
x0 represents acres of water other than Pelican
Lake, and
x, represents acres in Pelican Lake.
>\ large portion of the lakehosie locations can thus be pre­
dicted when the slope and actual values are inserted for 
each of the three variables in the equation:
Y = -30.16 + f 2 5.4 3)x] + (.27)x0 + (.05)x3>
Dwellings: Y = to,. + b. x. t b~x-3 0 1 1 2  2
where:
Y is the predicted location of lakeshore dwell­
ings ,
b is the slope of the regression line,
'< Y represents the relief, and 
represents acres of wetland.
\ large portion of the lakeshore dwelling locations can thus 
be predicted when the slope and actual values are inserted 
for each of the two variables in the equation:
Y = -23.24 + (2.43) x, + (-.6 8 )x.,.
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GENERAL LINEAR MODEL
In order to determine the percentages of variation in 
lakeshore home/dwelling location that the remaining vari­
ables (i.e., those not included in the stepwise model) ex­
plain, a general linear multiple regression was run for both 
homes and dwellings. In the case of homes, an R-square val­
ue of .83 indicates that the combination of all variables 
explains 83% of the variation in lakeshore home location 
surrounding Pelican Lake. Thus, the six variables not in­
cluded in the stepwise model contribute only an additional 
5% explanation to the model.
In the case of number of dwellings, an R-square value of 
.92 indicates that the combination of all variables explains 
92% of the variation in lakeshore dwelling location. In 
this instance, the seven variables not included in the step- 
vise model contribute an additional 19% explanation to the 
model,
CO N CLU SIO N
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Eleven variables were initially analyzed ’in order to de­
termine if there was any relationship between various land 
use and physical characterist ics of Pelican Lake and its 
watershed, and the location of: homes/dwell ings surrounding 
the lake. Prior to the correlation and regression proce­
dures, it was determined that the variables, urban and agri­
cultural acres, would need co be excluded from the analysis. 
There has been much recreational development taking place in 
the two sections of Breezy Point included in this stuly dur­
ing the past fifty years. Reasons for individuals wanting 
to build in this area include: 1 ) easy access to utilities 
such as electricity, water, and sewager '1 ) service avail­
ability, such as shopping and dining; 3) recreational facil­
ities, such as golf, tennis, a marina to store and rent 
boats, and an airport; 4) close proximity to others, for 
those that appreciate this rather than isolation, and; 5) 
price investment -- resale availability is likely to in­
crease as a result of the amenities mentioned above. The 
strong degree of association that exists between urban acres 
and location of lakeshore homes/dwc tlx ngs tends to obscure 
any relationships which may exist between the remaining
1 0 6
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variables and number of homes/dwellings. A similar circum­
stance occurs when including agricultural acres in the 
Breezy Point area, and the lack of agricultural land in most 
of the remaining sections. As a result, urban and agricul­
ture were omitted from the correlation and regression mod­
els .
Of the remaining nine variables, five were determined to 
be significant in determining lakeshore home/dwelling loca­
tion on Pelican Lake: l) length of shoreline; 7) distance 
to nearest improved road; 3) amount of relief? 4) acres of
water other than Pelican Lake, and; 
Lake. Length of shoreli.ne proved to 
tor in the number of homes/dwellings
5) acres in Pelican 
be the leading indica- 
in each section border­
ing Pelican Lake, with the remaining four variables having 
various degrees of association with number of homes/dwell- 
ings. Breezy Point’s influence on the analysis continued to 
be apparent with such variables as relief, . *'Ose correlation 
coefficient rose significantly when including condominium 
units In the model.
Of the land use/cover data obtained from the aerial pho­
tographs, only acres of that land covered by water and acres 
in Pelican Lake were determined to be of significance in lo­
cation of lakeshore homes/dwellings. Forest acreage under­
standably had little significance because of its dominance 
throughout the watershed. Wetland had little significance, 
except when combined with the amount of relief in the re­
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gression model analyzing dwellings, Wetland's correlation 
with number of homes/dwellings is a positive one, primarily 
influenced by the Breezy Point area, which contains a sig­
nificant amount of wetland acreage. Principal wetland areas 
lie at a distance from Pelican bake; very few wetland areas 
border on the lake itself. Therefore, the positive correla­
tion between wetland acres and number of homes/dweHings is 
likely not indicative of what Is actually occurring at Peli­
can Lake. Barren land would seem to have negligible influ­
ence on the locations of lakeshore homes/dwe111ngs. The 
barren area bordering Pelican Lake in 1939 was fairly uni­
form, resulting in an insignificant correlation coefficient.
As a result of this analysis, two major conclusions can 
be reached: 1 ) development has been, and continues to be, 
increasing very rapidly in the Breezy Point area of Pelican 
Lake. Reasons for persons desiring to locate in this area 
have been previously mentioned, anu; 2 ) development has been 
spreading out around the lake since the 1940s with one ap­
parent factor being of significance in determination of 
lakeshore home/dwe1 1 ing location; this being distance to 
nearest improved road. Access appears to be of major con­
cern in an area such as this which Is heavily wooded with 
few roads. Length of shoreline and acres of a section in 
Pelican Lake are not true factors of desirability: 1) the 
longer the shoreline, the more area that can be developed, 
thus more homes, and; 2 ) the oreater the amount of a section
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in Pelican Lake , the less land area within that section, 
thus fewer homes. Though agriculture was omitted from the 
correlation and regression routines, it may have played a 
major role in determining the location of takeshore homes/ 
dwellings to some extent. When studying the 1939 land use 
maps of the Pelican Lake watershed (Figures 6-11), it is ap­
parent that agriculture was primarily located in the Breezy 
Point area and along the southern perimeter of the wat­
ershed. These areas coincide with those of heaviest devel­
opment (Figures 33-44). Persons may have developed in areas 
of more agriculture because farmers maintained good, access 
to their fields, thus prospective owners had greater access 
to Pelican Lake, The remaining aspects of land use and 
physical characteristics have negligible associations with 
locations of lakeshore hom.es/dwellings because they are rel­
atively uniform throughout the watershed; few abberat.ions 
exist.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Research similar to this study could be conducted 
throughout the state of Minnesota in order to better predict 
those areas which have the potential to be developed more 
rapidly than others. Knowledge such as this could be used 
to prepare an area's residents and landowners for the devel­
opment and make the transition from undeveloped to developed 
less troublesome. A number of lakes from various areas of
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the state could be included in a model in order to better 
understand building patterns in lakeshore environments. In 
that way, a number of additional variables could be ana­
lyzed, such as soil types, depth to water table, vegetation
type, etc.
Aerial photography is- an excellent tool Ear studies such 
as this. Other Corms o£ remote sensing c o u l d ,  also be used 
in the assessment at physical characteristics and land use 
and their impact on development.
Wa ter quality st udi e s con cerning Pelican Lake
pract ical at this time due to a 1 ack of groundwa
ti on pertaining to th i s iarea. Un t i1 groundwa ter
made available, a determinatton of recreational
ment's affects on water <iun 1 i ty at Pelican Lake
are not 





Recreational development is something which will continue 
to expand on specific lakes in Minnesota as variables, such 
as disposable income, leisure time, and population continue 
to increase. To ensure that future land use allocation and 
resource plans meet the needs oE the public, a resource in­
formation system using data from studies like this needs to 
be developed. IE people who make decisions about land, and 
resources have better access to the proper information, they 
are likely to make better decisions.
APPENDICE
Appendix A
DEVELOPMENT ON PELICAN LAKE BY SECTION■1930-1984
(Crow Wing County Auditor, Brainerd, MN)
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TABLE 10
DEVELOPMENT ON PELICAN LAKE BY SECTION•...—-------------- -—■ - *---- ~ ~ -----■..... . 1 •" -•— -—-—“ li- ---- 7-"......... 1 "u
Section 1030 1940 1950 I960 1970 1930 1984
Pel Lcan Townsh.1 p {T136N R2S W )
.10 0 0 0 1. 8 1 2 15"
1 1 0 0 a 7 19 3 3 42
)_ o 0 Q o 0 2 tT u L
13 0 o n o o 1 2 17
1 3 )_ •> C) 16 13
16 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 16 9 1 7 6 243
4- L 1 0 1 0 l 4 22 43 i. 0 J 1 2 0
2 4 0 0 0 l 2 <*X
3 5 0 o o 1.3 i 1*> 15 20
27 \.1 •>J «•L>. -y 1 2 1 3
23 0 0 {J 3 8 i 3 2 1
3 3 0 l 6 o • 21 3 3 34
.34 0 9L 3 r"y A4k 5 5
35 o 3 4 7 20 25 2 7
36 0 0 0 4 IS 26 2 7
M i.ssion Townsh i p (T136M R 2 7W)
13 4 4 4 1 3 27 3 7 40
19 2 2 3 L / 3 7 43 51
Lake Edward Township (T135N R2 3'/}
<■»/ 6 9 15 17 3 2 41 4 2
J 7 9 1. 7 17 2 3 36 3 7
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY STATISTICS (1930, 1960)
Date Scale. Ph o t o N u m foe r DNR Are;a Offie
9/20/39 1:21,120 SXT-2-53 Brainerd
BXT-2-54 Pequot Lakes
BXT-2-56 Pequot Lakes
BXT-2-5 7 Pequot Lakes
3XT-2- 71 Pequot Lake s
3X7-2-73 Pequot Lakes
gXT’— 2 — 104 Pequot Lake s
3XT-5-106 Brainerd
BXT-5-10.8 Pequofc Lakes
7/22/60 l :16,600 CRW-6-4S Pequot Lakes
CRN-6-49 Pequot Lakes
CRN-6— 50 Pequot Lakes
C R W -6-51 Pequot Lakes
CRN-6-52 Pequofc .L»<5(. K0 S
CRW-5-135 Pequot Lakes









CRW-3-202 Pequot L*cl K0 s
? All photographs were blade and white paper prints 
portraying a north-south flight direction.
Note
TABLE 12
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY STATISTICS (1969, 1978)
Date Scale Photo Mumber DMR Are-\ Office
8/16/69 1:15,967 CROW ~W~ 2-70 Pequot Lakes
CROW-W~2 - 7 l Pequot Lakes
CROW-W-2-7 2 Pequot Lakes
CROW-W— 2-73 Pequot Lakes




CROW-W-2-109 Pequot Lake s
CROW-W-2-110 Pequot Lakes
CROW-W-2-179 Pequot Lj G. It G 3
C ROW-W - 2 - 18 0 Pequot Lake s
CROW-W-2-181 Pequot Lakes
CROW-W-2-132 Pequot Lakes
CR O W - W -2-183 Pequot L 3.1c G £>
CROW-W-2.-184 Pequot Lakes
8/4/78 1:15,840 CRW-2-31 Pequot Lakes
CRW-2-32 Pequot Lakes
C R W -2-34 Pequot Lakes
CRW-2-35 Pequot Lakes
CRW-2-36 Pequot Lake s
C R W - 2-71 Pequot Lakes
C R W -2-72 Pequot Lakes







All photographs were blade and white paper prints 
portraying a north-south flight direction.
Mote:
Appendix C
SECTIONAL LAND-USE DATA, 1939- 7°.
(Obtained From Aerial Photography)
I 18
table: .13
PELICAN LAKE WATERSHED LAND USE: DATA (IN ACRES), 1939
Sec. Urb. • Ag. For. Pel. Other Wet. Bar ,
Lake Water
Pel i. can Townshi p (T136N R28W)
O 0 61 414 0 0 4 1 29 0 2 1 444 0 1.14 45 16
to 0 2 2 3.11 49 83 58 116
1 1 0 0 146 375 0 13 106
1 2 Q o 408 0 16 65 142
13 0 0 ■ 36 514 0 4 86
.14 0 0 0 630 f) 0 10
15 0 17 39 5 51 1 0 32
.16 70 53 270 126 14 106
17 0 40 439 0 0 0 x
20 0 0 212 0 0 -t/ 3
2 1 64 0 2 1 1 116 103 86 60
2 2 0 0 9 588 0 0 43
23 0 0 0 640 0 n'S 0
24 0 0 ]_ 628 0 0 3.1
25 0 o 123 244 4 0 264
26 0 nv 0 640 0 0 0
27 o 0 123 -*35 0 0 82
23 0 0 281 33 130 178 18
29 ' 0 0 278 0 1 9 24
3 2 0 0 128 0 0 4
33 0 27 416 38 98 36 25
34 0 0 13 608 0 0 1.9
35 0 0 38 581 0 0 2 1
36 0 0 367 105 88 9 71
Mission Township (C13SN R2 7W)
7 0 31 7 7 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 161 114 54 0 45
19 0 1 1 302 139 152 0 36
30 0 58 413 0 92 20 57
31 0 2 7 513 0 5 5 33 2
Lake Edward Township (T135N R28W)
1 0 0 2 1 0 0 103 40 2 2
2 0 35 141 30 51 44 2 0 1
3 0 0 2 1 1 392 0 3 32
4 0 8 283 l 0 ■? '"*■ .1, L- 16
1 0 r\■ -J 43 63 r\ 0 .1 1 65
3. 1 n 52 61 0 0 o Q
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TABLE 14
PELICAN LAKE WATERSHED LAND USE DATA (IN ACRES), I960
............. ............  ....... itu 11 i r „ in i.i i ni rii n, .r m. u n,r,., . n r  rr-., m-nir ..n. ir .* r, .. -,r‘
Sec . Urb. A g . For. Pel. Other Wet . Bar .Lake Water
Pe1 Lean Township (T136N R28W)
8 0 56 42 8 0 0 7 09 0 o 447 0 142 51 0
1 0 0 o 404 67 104 3.1 34
1 1 f l 0 137 451 L 26 25
12 0 0 486 52 0 93 9
13 0 Q 36 593 0 3 3
LA 0 0 640 0 o 0 0
L 5 0 o 45 563 0 17 15
16 76 u 3.12 .187 0 6 59
17 0 42 445 0 0 5 8
• 20 0 •?t ' 266 0 0 14 2
2 1 2 1 /**.V 278 270 4 43 24
22 0 0 16 624 Q 0 0
•)
4* . J 0 W 0 640 0 0 024 0 0 4 634 0 TJ . 1
25 0 0 149 439 5 40 -1i
26 0 0 0 640 0 0 0
27 0 0 166 463 0 0 6
28 0 0 3 29 5 7 154 93 2
29 0 2 301 0 0 9 0
32 ' 0 o 130 0 0 4 0
33 0 19 404 67 1.19 23 8
34 0 0 9 626 0 0 6
35 0 0 28 606 0 0 6
36 0 0 347 161 95 13 24
Mission Town Si. ip (T136N R2 7W)
7 0 32 77 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 142 129 70 0 . 3 3
19 0 5 278 145 175 0 37
30 0 40 461 0 104 23 7
31 0 19 509 0 75 17 20







0 1 1 284
0 40 12 5



















PELICAN LAKE WATERSHED LAND USE DATA (IN ACRES), 1969
Sec . U r b . A g . For . Pe 1 . Other Wet . Bar .
Lake Water
Pe1 Lean Townshi p (T136N R28W)
8 0 46 426 0 0 2 179 0 0 407 0 145 49 39
1 0 0 u 406 106 70 44 14
1 1 0 0 138 444 I  • 2 1 36
1 2 0 0 489 44 3 85 1.4
13 0 0 38 592 0 5 5
14 Q 0 640 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 5 3 5 (5 2 0 14 9
13 35 0 322 14 7 ] 5 80
1 ? 0 4 3 4 47 o 0 2 8
20 'O 9 2 55 0 7 . 16 2
2 1 46 0 291 2 3 3 2 3 5 33
2 2 0 0 l 5 625 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 640 0 0 0
24 o 0 1 636 0 2 12 5 o o 140 4 4 6 7 36 13
26 0 0 0 640 o 0 0
2 ? 0 0 173 45 7 0 0 10
28 0 Q 313 40 151 126 5
29 o 2 270 0 0 . 1 1 29
32 0 0 105 0 0 J 26
33 0 17 411 56 1 2 2 20 1434 0 0 16 615 0 0 9
3 5 0 0 26 60S o 0 636 0 0 316 188 104 14 18
Mission Township (T136N R27VT)
7 0 26 82 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 136 145 59 0 34
19 0 4 2 9 1 1 6 6 1 5 4 0 2  5
30 0 2 2 4 6 5 1 1 3 2 1 1 9
3 1 0 1 3 5 1 3 0 7 9 2 7 6
Lake Edward Township (T135 R28W)
i 0 0 1 7 9 0 !  5 1 3 0 1 5
2 0 3 0 2 7 0 7 7 9 1 8 2 6
3 0 6 1 3 4 4 1 3 0 6 2 4
4 0 9 2 8 5 3 6 1 0 7
1 0 0 4 2 1 2  4 0 0 1. 6 o
1 2 1
TABLE 16
PELICAN LAKE WATERSHED LAND USE DATA (IN ACRES), 1978
■ .... ■" ’r T ' .
Sec. Urb. A q. For. Pel . Other Wet. Bar.
Lake Water
Pelican Township (T136N R28W)
8 0 49 429 0 0 4 9o o 0 45 3 o 132 50 5
1 0 0 0 42 3 104 53 43 1 2
1 1 0 0 131 438 0 15 36
1 2 0 0 504 34 3 91 8
13 0 0 41 584 0 9 b
14 o 0 n 640 0 o 0
15 0 0 55 566 0 16 3
16 119 0 305 176 0 6 1Aj *■
17 & 43 44S 0 0 4 •nJj
20 2 1 I 241 0 0 5 14
2 1 31 0 29 1 253 6 .41 13
22 0 0 13 525 n c 0
23 0 0 0 640 o 0 0
24 0 0 4 63 5 A 0 1
25 r\ 0 132 434 5 39 10
26 0 0 0 640 0 0 o
27 0 0 160 470 0 0 1 028 0 0 3 24 3 5 130 127 4
29 0 1 2 78 0 0 8 2532 0 Aij 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 1
33 0 15 405 57 1 2 0 2 1 2 234 0 0 13 621 o 0 635 0 0 23 612 0 0 536 0 0 359 161 83 14 18
Miss ion Township (T136N R27W)
7 o 29 79 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 203 107 40 0 2419 0 0 299 144 .162 0 3 530 0 0 464 0 103 2 1 5 2
31 0 6 519 0 7 3 22 20
Lake Edward Township (T135N R28W)
1 0 3 174 0 14.1 3 2 2 5
2 0 4 264 70 93 1 0 61
3 0 6 207 402 0 f:> 184 0 8 277 2 0 14 19
1 0 0 4 3 1 2 2 0 0 17 n
1 i 0 47 5 5 0 u AK.J A
Appendix D
PRECIPITATION DATA 1912-1980
(MN Department of Natural Resources, 
Division of Waters, State Climatology Office)
1 2 2
table: 17
P R2CIPX TATION 1912-1980 {Brainerd , MN)
Year Prec i pi tat ion Year Precipi tat ion
(inches) (inches)
1912 2.5.84 .1947 20.55
1913 25.04 1948 2 2 . 2 2
1914 26.06 1949 24.3 3
1915 29.13 1950 24,71
1916 29.65 1951 34.66
1917 17.36 1952 26.52
1918 18.20 1953 35.39
1919 26.74 1954 21.09
1920 23.93 1955 25 . 36
1921 2 3.26 1956 2 2.57
1922 22.40 1957 27.63
1923 19.74 1958 2 3.94
.1924 27.27 1959 27.90
1925 19.05 1960 24.58
1926 2 5.56 1961 19.81
1927 20.72 1962 26.34
1928 2 5.31 1963 28.79
1929 16.63 1964 26.16
1930 19.80 1965 34.99
1931 23.76 1966 27.13
1932 19.54 1967 18.56
1933 24.53 1968 35.78
1934 17.46 1969 24.3 3
1935 25.49 19 70 26.74
1936 15.81 19 71 3 2.94
. 1937 21.09 197 2 3 3.54
1938 31.34 1973 30.71
1939 20.59 1974 24.38
1940 21.48 19 75 2 7.61
1941 29.49 19 76 13.16
1942 26.29 19 77 3 5.19
1943 26.65 1978 25.39
1944 34.2 9 1979 24.96
1945 20.26 1980 22.19
1946 25.08
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